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OBJECTIVE
Hollingsworth Ellery were selected to carry out the high
specification internal fit out works to an existing industrial unit.
The project provided a training facility that will be shared with
Glyndwr University laboratories and AUK’s specialist training
for carbon composite wings.

The required shared and individual training areas were
arranged best to fit the industrial unit.
As well as space arrangement of the facility designers were
required to meet building regulation requirements and
consider hand back of the facility on the expiry of the lease.
To ensure the facility is fit for purpose Hollingsworth Ellery’s
design development should ensure engagement with all
stakeholders.
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METHOD
After finalising and gaining approval of the proposed internal
layout including incorporation of complex Mechanical and
Electrical design works. Hollingsworth Ellery commenced
construction of numerous lecture theatres, IT facilities, mess
and toilet facilities.
As the project developed Hollingsworth Ellery gained the trust
of all stakeholders and subsequently had variations approved
for the fit out of the laboratory and technical training workshop
as well as additional car parking space.
This included Hi tech carbon filtration extraction equipment,
presentation media and coordinating incoming supplies on
behalf of Airbus.

RESULTS
The completed project provides a modern training facility for
both AUK and Glyndwr university the opening ceremony being
a televised event.
The project was completed on time and on budget,
Hollingsworth Ellery. The facility has subsequently hosted
visiting overseas dignitaries and has become an award winning
facility.
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Carwyn
Jones,
the
First
Minister
of
Wales,
opened the Advanced Composite Training and Development
Centre in Broughton that will help thousands of Airbus
apprentices and employees in the UK to develop and improve
their composite manufacturing skills.
Ivan Davies, AUK Project Manager commented ’Another
successful HE project, feedback comments from senior Airbus
management and Welsh government visitors have been superb
and all are delighted to be associated with such a facility’
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